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Adoption Choice, Inc. 
is a progressive, non-profit, private adoption 

agency serving the entire state of Wisconsin. 

State-licensed since 1986, our well-trained 

and dedicated staff is ready to help you 

find the answers you need, no matter what 

type of adoption you are pursuing. We  

welcome prospective parents of all religious, 

racial, and ethnic backgrounds, family 

compositions and sexual orientations. With 

the unwavering support of Adoption Choice, 

Inc. you can move confidently toward a 

successful placement and grow the family 

you envision.  

Green Bay: (920) 499-2787 

Milwaukee: (414) 276-3262 

Madison: (608) 244-7805 
 

info@adoptionchoiceinc.org 

www.adoptionchoiceinc.org 

Follow Us! 

We Understand Adoption. 
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Independent Adoption 
With an independent adoption, birth par-

ents and adoptive parents find each other 

through a source other than an adoption 

agency. They may meet through a mutual 

friend, physician, pastor, internet etc. We 

can assist with the home study, birthparent 

counseling and other needed services.  

 

Out of State Foster Care Adoption 

Adopting a child from foster care in  

another state is an excellent option for  

families looking to add an older child or  

sibling group to their family. These children 

may have had difficulties in their past and 

their histories can be hard to hear. Families 

considering this type of adoption should be 

mature, dependable, and flexible. 

 

Embryo Adoption  

Embryo adoption allows couples or  

singles to experience pregnancy, even 

though they are not able to create their 

own genetic family. 

Step-Parent Adoption  

Step parent adoptions are initiated for 

many reasons, including changing the 

child’s name, establishing parental rights 

for the stepparent, or formally declaring 

the definition of their family unit.  

 

LGBTQ Adoption  

We welcome gay and lesbian couples or 

individuals who are looking to expand 

their family. Adoption Choice, Inc. has a 

long history of supporting the LGBTQ  

community and adoption for same-sex 

couples is essentially no different than for 

other parents. We can assist you with  

exploring all of your options. 

 

International Adoption  

We can assist you in selecting the most 

appropriate international placing agency 

to meet your goal of adopting a child. It 

is possible to adopt a child from various 

countries throughout the world, depending 

on the country’s requirements. 

Agency Infant Adoption 
We prepare families for adoption, 

complete the home study, facilitate 

introductions with birth parents and 

manage the logistics of a successful 

placement. Many of the infants in this 

program come from diverse backgrounds. 

Families who are open in their preferences 

experience the shortest wait times. 

 

Out of State Infant Adoption 

Out of state infant adoptions occur 

when a child is born in one state and 

will be adopted by parents living in 

another state. Adoption Choice Inc. 

has numerous contacts with agencies 

in various states.  

 

Relative Adoption  

Relative adoption is an option for  

anyone biologically related to a child 

available for adoption. The relative 

becomes the legal parent, accepting 

all parenting and legal responsibilities 

and obligations connected to raising 

the child to adulthood. 

Your Options. 

Once you make the commitment 

to adoption, the next step is to 

choose what kind of adoption is 

the best fit for your family. Call us 

to attend an Information Meeting 

and learn about your options. 

 


